If you already love V&Co.'s Ombré fabrics and our patterns, we think you’re going to go crazy for our Ombré Confetti with Metallic Dots! It’s the same twenty colors of ombré that you know and love, but it’s been dressed up for a party with gold metallic confetti dots! And they’re Ombré too! What’s even better is that you can use these fabrics with any of our existing Ombré patterns. Have some fun by using them with other quilt patterns, and even mix them with our regular Ombrés.

spread kindness like confetti!

HALF OF FABRIC WIDTH SHOWN. IMAGE AT 20%
More quilts featuring ombre confetti metallic by V and Co. Can be found on the following page.

Ombre Confetti Metallic  V and Co
February Delivery

Asst. 15 Asst. 8 ABM HYM JRM KIT

• 20 Prints
• 100% Premium Cotton
JR's include two of each sku.